6 WAYS TO GET MORE OUT OF
YOUR INSTAGRAM

Instagram is one of the most popular social networks in the world, with 500 million monthly
active users and as many as 300 million daily active users, and the numbers just keep on
growing year by year.
The popular photo-sharing social network is not as easy to use or straightforward for digital
marketers and businesses as Facebook or Twitter are, however. Finding ways to drive traffic
back to your website is more difficult, updates require careful planning and a good dose of fun
and imagination and there aren’t as many useful tools to help you publish to Instagram and
increase your results.
That said, with the right strategy, Instagram could bring in amazing results for a lot of different
businesses. In fact, people are more likely to respond positively to business presence on
Instagram then most other social networks.
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Here a few tips to help you master Instagram:

PHOTOS VS. VIDEO

A good Instagram strategy should employ both photos and video.
Video, in fact, tends to lead to more conversion rates than images do, and since their length is
so short, an Instagram video doesn’t require that much extra work. And in fact, it can even be a
lot of fun to create short videos. Try Boomerang for Instagram to create short videos that loop,
Hyperlapse for stunning time-lapse videos and Cinefy for editing videos like a pro.
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HASHTAGS

Hashtags are extremely important on Instagram. If you want more likes, followers and
conversions this is the first step that you should take – add hashtags. You’ll find that people are
searching for anything and everything on Instagram, and I wouldn’t be too surprised if you’re
getting likes at 3 am for some obscure band, or hobby, or whatever else you can think of really.
Try to include trending hashtags wherever possible, or see if you can create images or videos
related to trending topics. This can help you boost your follower and like numbers. There are
plenty of tools that you can use to find trending hashtags, such as Hashtagify for trending
hashtags and hashtag ideas, and Keyhole and Tagboard for tracking them.

CREATE A STRATEGY
A good Instagram strategy requires quite a bit of planning. If you simply leave it be and just take
photos and videos when you see something you think might be worth a shot, you probably won’t
get too far.
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Planning your content carefully however can help you get more likes, followers and clicks, while
also helping you save time. Try out different types of photos and videos to see what works and
what doesn’t, and then adjust your future posts accordingly.
By planning your posts, you’ll also make sure you never miss a day and that you’re consistent
with your social media.
An Instagram content calendar will also help you save a lot of time. Instead of having to stop
and think of things to post several times a day, try brainstorming ideas once a week with your
team.
Of course, this doesn’t mean you should forget about spontaneity. Whenever you see
something cool that you think your followers might appreciate, take a photo or video.

GET MORE OUT OF EACH PHOTO
There are a plethora of tools available, a lot of them free that can help you maximize the
potential of each and every photo or video you take. Tools can help you edit your photos so that
they are more beautiful, more compelling and more eye-catching.
There are tools for photo filters, for creating cool videos, funny gifs or captivating time lapses or
for adding text. In fact, I’m sure there’s a tool for everything and anything that means photo
editing for Instagram, many of them free or very cheap. Not to mention, it’s a lot of fun to try
them out, and they can help give you ideas for more posts. I love using photo editing tools and
discovering new ones. These are just some of my favorites:
•

Canva – this is my favorite photo editing tool lately. I use it to create images and other
designs, and it can also be used for adding filters, icons and most anything you can
think of.

•

Pablo from Buffer has over 50,000 royalty-free images that you can choose from, and it
also allows you to add text in different fonts and colors and upload your own images
and logo so that you can create awesome branded images.

•

Snapseed from Google is another great one with apps for both desktop and iOS and
Android devices. It’s a very powerful editing tool that is surprisingly easy to use
considering its capabilities.
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BRAND CONSISTENCY

Brand consistency is always very important, whether it’s
online or offline, and it’s especially important for a visual medium such as Instagram. Think of
what you want your brand to inspire on Instagram and then set guidelines for every member of
your team who posts on Instagram. Think of what type of content you want to publish, and what
is off-limits, what you want your images to look like, if you want specific filters used and if it’s
consistent with your other branding.

SCHEDULING POSTS
Instagram, while having a lot of photo and video editing available, doesn’t fare as well when it
comes to other types of tools. At least, not as well as Facebook or Twitter, for example. And,
especially in contrast to Facebook, Instagram requires a lot of daily attention. If you want to be
successful, then you’re going to have to post several times a day, which can be very difficult as
well as time consuming.
One way to make this process easier, and also make sure you are always posting new content,
is to use a scheduling tool.
I mentioned earlier in the post how important a content calendar is when it comes to Instagram.
And while that can help you save a lot of time, the ability to schedule all of these posts will help
you free up so much time you won’t know what to do with it.
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There aren’t that many tools that you can use to schedule posts for Instagram, at least not like
there are for Twitter. In fact, generally Instagram requires a lot more hands-on attention than
most other social networks.
One tool that you can use to schedule photo updates on the popular photo-sharing social
platform is Agorapulse.

Agorapulse is my favorite social media dashboard so their latest feature is very welcome!
Scheduling updates for Instagram is extremely easy: create the image as normal, using your
computer or phone, then simply login to your Agorapulse account and schedule each photo for
when you want them.
When it’s time for your post to go out, Agorapulse will send you a notification on your phone,
and all you have to do is go to Agorapulse, click on “publish now” and “copy to Instagram” and
then go through the regular Instagram photo-posting process.
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It’s as easy as it gets and it will help you save a lot of time, while also making sure you never
forget to post all the updates you need to. It’s definitely a more time-consuming process than it
is to schedule posts for any other social network, but it doesn’t get any easier than this.

You can also use Agorapulse to see which posts work best and at what times they get the most
engagement. This will then help you create better scheduling timetables for your content, so that
you maximize your results.
Simply go through your analytics and make notes of when the best times to post updates are
and then use Agorapulse to schedule your photos and video posts at those times.
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You will be able to check what is in your queue, what’s been published already, as well as a
comprehensive calendar where you can see what’s scheduled for each day. You can also add
as many team members as you like so that everyone can schedule and post on Instagram using
Agorapulse.

SUMMARY
Instagram has always been different from most other social networks with their various
restrictions when it comes to businesses. It is however an extremely useful tool for marketers,
and businesses of all types. What do you do to make sure you make the most out of your
Instagram account? Which tools do you use? Let me know in the comments section below!
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About Lilach Bullock
Highly regarded on the world speaker circuit, Lilach
Bullock has graced Forbes and Number 10 Downing Street
with her presence! In a nutshell, she’s a hugely connected
and highly influential serial entrepreneur – the embodiment
of Digital Intelligence.
Listed in Forbes as one of the top 20 women social media
power influencers and likewise as one of the top social
media power influencers, she is one of the most dynamic personalities in the social
media market and was crowned the Social Influencer of Europe by Oracle. A recipient
for a Global Women Champions Award (by the Global Connections for Women
Foundation, GC4W) for her outstanding contribution and leadership in business.
After launching her first business within three years of becoming a mother, her financial
success was recognised by being a finalist at the Best MumPreneur of the Year Awards,
presented at 10 Downing Street. Following a resultant offer and wishing to spend more
time with her daughter, she sold her first business to focus on social media, developing a
multi-site blog and online marketing portfolio that generated in excess of 600,000 +
visitors per month.
Lilach is consulted by journalists and regularly quoted in newspapers, business
publications and marketing magazines (including Forbes, The Telegraph, Wired, Prima
Magazine, The Sunday Times, The Guardian, Social Media Today and BBC Radio).
What’s more, her books have achieved No 1 on Amazon for Sales and Marketing and
Small Business and Entrepreneurship.
When Lilach isn’t working she enjoys spending time with her family and is an avid fan
of Zumba.
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